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The Key Words

1. Economy,

2. Peace Building, 

3. Pandemic

4. Promotion Of Green Growth



An Economy

According to Investopedia, an economy is the large
set of inter-related production and consumption
activities that aid in determining how scarce
resources are allocated



Peace Building

According 

to 

the 

Positive 

Encourager



Pandemic

Dan Epstein, a spokesman for 

the Pan American Health 

Organization, a regional office 

of the World Health 

Organization, defined a 

pandemic as basically a global 

epidemic -- an epidemic that 

spreads to more than one 

continent," 



Promotion Of Green Growth

According to 
Wikipedia, it is a 
term for an 
economic growth 
that uses natural 
resources in a 
sustainable 
manner 



An Old Time African Tradition

Storytelling is an ancient tradition that Majourity
of Africans used to communicate cultures from
generations to generations.

Growing up with my grandparents as a young
teenager, my friends and I always anticipate the
twilight. So we quickly wash all the dirty plates,
sweep the house and run outside to lay our raffia
mats and seat in a circle. Grandpa’s tales by the
moon light were never to be missed for anything
every day.



An Old Time African Tradition (contd.)

Years after Gradpa passed-on, the morals I held 
on as a man. I recall those beautiful memories 
we never wanted to come to an end.  Stories of 
The tortoise, the crocodile and the birds. These 
still playing in my ears all the time to help course 
me a smile.



The Idea of Social Change
From Acumen’s Social Impact Analysis 

Start by listening to the people you wish to impact then develop

a robust social impact hypothesis, we suggest starting with this

format:

If I ______________________ (proposed intervention or solution),

then______________________ (action or activity that will result).

If ______________________(action or activity),

then ______________________ (impact that will result).



welcome to 

HIVE EDUTAINMENT NIGERIA



HIVE Edutainment Nigeria

Is a creative hub geared towards producing
Quality Visual Contents for social change. It
was founded in June, 2017 by Raymond
Balogun, as a division of SRADev Nigeria. At
Hive Edutainment, we basically,

communicate the SDGs via

shortfilms. Hence we are known

As Filmmakers for Social

Change.



Storytelling

In 2006, researchers 

in Spain discovered 

that when people 

listen or watch 

character driven 

stories, different 

centres in their brains 

light up.  



Storytelling (contd.)

This is triggered by the 
release of neurochemical
(a small Organic molecule 
that participate in neural 
activity)  called oxytocin, 
which is connected to 
feelings of love and 
empathy. 



Hive Edutainment’s Experience Sharing Relating To

Peace Building, Fight Against Pandemic & Promotion 

Of Green Growth & Economy.



Presentation of the problem to solve
Problems Hive Edutainment’s  Initiative to solve  the Problems

Fight Against
Pandemic

Advocacy for heathy habits against 
Covid19.

Peace Building
& Economy

A need to train young youths (aged 13-20) 
drawn from the pool of secondary school 
students.

Promotion Of
Green Growth

A call to partner on awareness toward 
energy saving.



Our Objectives
Projects Objective 

Advocacy for 
heathy habits 
against Covid19

The objective of the project on healthy habit at fighting Covid19 
is to ensure that visual messages of do’s and dont’s is created 
across 10 local languages, around and outside Nigeria- originating 
country of the idea.

A need to train 
young youths 
(aged 13-20) 
drawn from the 
pool of secondary 
school students

Following a call for the immediate resuscitation of creative skills 
in schools in Rivers State, Nigeria, Hive Edutainment took the 
initiative in training a desired cut of more than 35 secondary 
school students in the state. The object of the training was on 
photography, Cinematography and telling digital stories for social 
change.

A call to partner 
on awareness 
toward energy 
saving

As per our core idea: Communicating the SDGs through 
shortfilms, Hive in 2020 joined a league of NGOs situated in India
(hosted by The Institution of Green Engineers) to produce a short 
film on Energy Saving and environmental well being Campaign.



Period/ Projects Implementation Date
Projects Implementation Dates

Advocacy for 
heathy habits 
against Covid19

It’s Project on healthy habit at fighting Covid19 was 
executed on April 13th, 2020 with outsourcing of the 
advocacy message online and from native around the 
world volunteering.

A need to train 
young youths 
(aged 13-20) 
drawn from the 
pool of secondary 
school students

Having schools as Famvar International topping the 
list, its student project was initiated in early Januray 
of 2018, with the programme extending to other 
school within Hive’s interest radar.

A call to partner 
on awareness 
toward energy 
saving

The month of June 2020 saw to the execution of the 
Energy Saving Campaign and Webinar with 20 
International Panelists. To break the Asia World 
Record as the first 15 Hours non-stop web seminar 
which was streamed on different online platforms.



Target of Projects

Projects Project Target

Advocacy for heathy 
habits against 
Covid19

Getting 15 locals communicate to their equals on 
the need to observe all Health and Safety 
measures as stipulated by WHO and NCDC.

A need to train 
young youths (aged 
13-20) drawn from 
the pool of 
secondary school 
students

Reducing Juvenile delinquency in 35 young adults 
in Secondary Schools in Port Harcourt, Nigeria,
through enhancing their creative skills.

A call to partner on 
awareness toward 
energy saving

Saving energy in an estimated 1000 homes in 
Port Harcourt Nigeria.



Outcome

Projects Outcome

Advocacy for heathy 
habits against Covid19

Responses was massive with the production of the desired 
visual message in more than 13 local languages and sending 
out same to relevant NGOs, that reported its efficacy in 
creating awareness on the Covid19 preventive measures.

A need to train young 
youths (aged 13-20) 
drawn from the pool 
of secondary school 
students

15 out of the 35 students trained established studios and 
deployed their creative skill into making ends meet. A 
reasonable percentage of other joined the media arm of 
churches to give assistance in covering church programmes.

A call to partner on 
awareness toward 
energy saving

Without a statistic to put out, the organising NGO gave 
commendation and certificate of appreciation to Hive team 
members.



Advocacy for heathy habits against Covid19 (Project)

Others @Hiveedutainment on Facebook



Training young youths (aged 13-20) drawn from the pool of 
secondary school students (project)

Others @Hiveedutainment on Facebook



A call to partner on awareness toward energy saving
(Project)

Others @Hiveedutainment on Facebook



Challenges Encountered
• a)Getting across to people of different tribe was a major

challenge. It also appeared in the aspect that some participants
could not translate the message appropriately in their local
dialects. In a similar way, there was the heavy consumption of
internet data used in transfering and re-downlaoding of the
visual messages.

• b) Being something outside their regular curriculum, the
students showed apathy, at first to the training. Fewer
Equipments were used as there was also a high cost of renting
more of the equipments used in training the students, so some
of them had to pass the available equipments down-the-line
for others to use; for a short while. In an uncanny twist,
convincing teachers, parents and wards on the need to
integrate theirselves on the training was difficult, some schools
even turned down the offer!

• c) Camera, camera, getting a camera at the period of the
lockdown was discouraging and the cost attached, some what
exorbitant.



Lessson Learnt 

• a) People are ever ready to assist in giving their time 
towards pushing a good cause for humanity. With 
turnout on the project request for entries, this was a 
lesson to be written on the sands of time.

• b) Students would form a great percentage of people 
whose creative skills can be deployed for growth of a 
nation instead of the other way around. And they are 
more receptive to new ideas. 

• c) Energy can be saved through careful observation 
of how individuals use electronic and electrical 
gadgets.



Recommendations

• a) We recomeded that Non-Governmental
organisation should assist to propagate visual
messages more when sending such to local
audience.

• b) We also had recommeded that the youth and
their welfare in terms of skill and enabling
environment should be the priority of relevant
stakeholders.

• c) We also did call for a steady check appliances
and usage environmental friendly equipments.



Summary

•According to a study, 65% of our daily conversations are based on
Storytelling. A typical example is Gossiping or complaining to a friend.

•Social media marketing, Political campaigns, or the rise of TED Talks
all leverage on the power of storytelling to engage people.

•According to the Visual Teaching Alliance, 90% of information
transmitted to the brain is visual while approximately 65% of the
populations of the world are visual learners.

•Steve Denning the author of The Secret Language Of Leadership and
other books said: “When it comes to inspiring people to embrace a
vision or a change in behaviour, storytelling isn’t just better than the
other tools, it’s the only thing that works.”

•Collaboration is key to cause change so always share your innovative 
initiatives more visually.  



Thank you


